Embedded generalized markup, as applied by digital humanists to the recording and studying of our textual cultural heritage, suffers from a number of serious technical drawbacks. As a result of its evolution from early printer control languages, generalized markup can only express a document's 'logical' structure via a repertoire of permissible printed format structures. In addition to the well-researched overlap problem, the embedding of markup codes into texts that never had them when written leads to a number of further difficulties: the inclusion of potentially obsolescent technical and subjective information into texts that are supposed to be archivable for the long term, the manual encoding of information that could be better computed automatically, and the obscuring of the text by highly complex technical data. Many of these problems can be alleviated by asserting a separation between the versions of which many cultural heritage texts are composed, and their content. In this way the complex interconnections between versions can be handled automatically, leaving only simple markup for individual versions to be handled by the user.
Introduction
This paper is a critique of modern generalized markup systems as applied to the encoding of cultural heritage texts in the humanities. Discussion of markup inadequacy has thus far focused mainly on the problem of 'overlapping hierarchies' (to be defined below), which is mainly a problem for corpus linguists. The more diverse and difficult problems faced by digital humanists have received relatively little attention. There have been a number of recent theoretical discussions on markup adequacy for cultural heritage texts (Raymond et al., 1992; Renear, 1997; Buzzetti, structure of the texts they knew much better than the IT experts who would succeed them. In spite of these advantages, these early markup schemes were all different.
There was little agreement as to which features should be recorded, even less on how to encode them.
Markup Languages
It was at this point in the history of markup, as far as humanists are concerned, that a parallel evolution in the print world promised to provide the desired means of standardization.
It is well known that modern generalized markup systems, such as SGML and XML, evolved from the 'presentational' markup contained in early digital documents intended for printing (Goldfarb, 1996; Goldfarb, 1997) . XML, whose specification was co-authored by a humanist, Michael Sperberg-McQueen (Bray et al., 1998) , is used as a metalanguage to define most of the actual markup languages in use today.
XML is derived from SGML, which evolved from GML, developed in 1971 by
Charles Goldfarb of IBM, and was one of the world's first 'generic' or 'generalized' markup languages, along with Tunnicliffe's GenCode. Generalized markup is supposed to separate the form of a document from its presentation, although in practice this is only possible to a limited degree (Raymond et al., 1992, p. 16 ).
GML didn't completely die out with the advent of SGML and later XML; in fact a version of it lived on under a different name, as the most widely used form of digital text on the planet: HTML. The World Wide Web and HTML may have been invented in 1990 by Tim Berners Lee (Berners-Lee and Fischetti, 1999, p. 29) , but it was based on an old version of SGML used at CERN (Palmer, 2000) . Apart from the addition of the anchor <a> tag in HTML, most of the structure of HTML was taken ultimately figures as in HTML. Structurally it is the same, even the tags are often identical. The 'Front Matter' is basically the same idea as the 'head' element in HTML. It has a title element and other bits of meta-text, just like the HTML 'meta' tag. The following sample of GML markup illustrates this similarity with HTML (GML, 1991, App.
1.1).
:fn. A starter set of GML tags is provided with the Document Composition Facility to allow the user to get going. :efn. :eol. :p.A GML tag identifies the associated text as a particular document element. Despite assertions to the contrary, many of the 'generalized' tags in the Starter Set betray their origins as a printer control language. The title page tag (titlep), the footnotes, and the settings for running headers and footers, for example, imply that you are going to print something. There are even 'Process Specific Controls' to manage the printer directly (GML, 1991, Ch. 2.9 ). Both The SGML Handbook (Goldfarb, 1990, p. 147 ) and the latest XML specification (Bray et al. 2008, Ch. 2.6) have similar sections on 'processing instructions', which are intended for the same purpose. The only real advance provided by GML was the deferral of formatting by means of a stylesheet; in structure the text was still an exact replica of a printed document.
This shows that not only HTML, but generalized markup as a whole, evolved from a printed format structure. The very existence of embedded tags (or commands), together with their 'attributes' (or arguments), are the relics of the print control statements from which they have evolved (Goldfarb, 1973) . And the tree structure of formal languages was added to GML and SGML was originally intended to support the procedural formatting of 'compound structures' in printed and electronic documents (Goldfarb, ibid.) , not to describe texts born in an analog medium. Hence, in spite of the generalization provided by its tags, XML can only express a document's 'logical' structure via a repertoire of permissible printed format structures.
The Text Encoding Initiative
The digital humanists, however, saw the development of SGML as an opportune invention. Its ability to define arbitrary markup languages with a deep structure (and therefore expressiveness) that were human-readable, appeared to answer their need for standardization. This would facilitate document interchange and the development of more standardized software. So in 1987 the Association for Computers and the Humanities convened a conference on text encoding practices and guidelines at Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York, to agree on a set of tags to encode cultural heritage texts, among others (Hockey, 1991).
The conference decided on a set of principles, the 'Poughkeepsie Principles', one of which was to 'define a metalanguage for the description of text-encoding schemes' (Sperberg-McQueen and Burnard, 1988) . Soon after, a decision was taken to use the recently ratified ISO standard SGML, the 'Standard Generalized Markup Language' as this metalanguage (Goldfarb, 1990) . The labour of drawing up the 'Guidelines', as they became known, was delegated to teams of scholars working in specialized areas.
It took three years to produce the first draft, called 'P1' (TEI P1, 1990) , and then four more years to produce the first printed Guidelines, 'P3' (Sperberg-McQueen and Burnard, 1994) . When they were first published a whole volume of Computers and the Humanities (vol. 29, no. 1) was devoted to articles written by various scholars who had contributed to their formulation.
The subsequent versions P4 (Sperberg-McQueen and Burnard, 2002) and P5 (Burnard and Bauman, 2007) expanded the number of SGML structural 'elements' -i.e. pairs of matching 'tags' with intervening content -and introduced technological innovations: P4 replaced SGML with XML (Bray et al., 1998) and P5 introduced various general updates (Bauman and Burnard, 2006) . It now numbers 512 specialized elements, each of which may occur in a variety of contexts, and most of which have several attributes.
Although still a coding system of choice, humanists, at least, have begun to question it. The increasing size of the Guidelines, its perceived inadequacies, the strictness and growing complexity of the syntax, all seem to have alienated potential users (D'Iorio, 2007, p. 8; Shillingsburg, 2006, p. 115; Fiormonte, 2003, p. 169; Usdin, 2009) . The authors of the TEI-Guidelines themselves admit that they have failed to achieve a close coupling with specific applications: 'This document does not, however, define -at least not explicitly -"sets of coding conventions suited for various applications," since consensus on suitable conventions for different applications proved elusive; this remains a goal for future work. ' (Sperberg-McQueen and Burnard, 2002, 1.3) This goal, which first appeared in P3, then in P4, is dropped in the latest P5
Guidelines. Instead they now admit only that the Guidelines are 'a general-purpose encoding scheme which makes it possible to encode different views of text, possibly intended for different applications ... no predefined encoding scheme can possibly serve all research purposes ' (Burnard and Bauman, 2007, iv) .
There thus appears to be a tension between the desire to create a general standard and the need to build practical applications with specific markup needs (Dipper, 2005, p. 40) . The Guidelines are often ignored, e.g. by (D'Iorio, 2007) or adapted by their own editors (Burnard, 2007, Sect. 12) , and they were in any case always envisaged to be 'unbounded' (Sperberg-McQueen, 1991, p. 36) . This endless chasing after an indefinable standard is part of what McCarty seems to be referring to when he wrote:
'Eventually we realize that the perpetual impetus to construct a permanently elusive whole is the point. ' (2005, p. 188) .
The 'OHCO Thesis'
In the early days of the TEI era the attractions of industrial tools associated with SGML -products like DynaText (Shillingsburg 1996 , p. 170, Robinson, 1997 short. In OHCO the 'ordering' comes from the fact that texts are linear: the objects of which they are composed succeed one another, and the objects themselves are hierarchical because structures like chapters, paragraphs, sentences and prose quotations 'nest inside one another like Chinese boxes'. The key argument that lies behind the thesis, however, appears to be flawed: 'If you treat texts as ordered hierarchies of content objects many practical advantages follow, but not otherwise.
Therefore texts are ordered hierarchies of content objects.'
All this says about text is that hierarchical structures are easily processed by computer. This follows in any case from the hierarchical nature of computable formal languages, but is also implied by Church's model of computation from 1936: if all calculation can be modelled on recursion it follows that hierarchically organized data will be readily computable.
The authors of OHCO try to preserve the thesis in light of numerous counterexamples. They posit 'OHCO-2', which says that text is sometimes not a single hierarchy but instead consists of a number of separate 'analytical perspectives', each of which is strictly hierarchical. However, they realize that even multiple perspectives often contain overlapping structures, for example, the division of a play into verses and speakers -often one verse is divided between two (Barnard et al., 1988, p. 266) .
'OHCO-3' attempts to repair the damage: 'objects may overlap in a perspective, but if they do then they belong to different sub-perspectives of that perspective'. Even this final refinement admits of many exceptions, including variant readings. However in spite of this they conclude that the fundamental view of the OHCO thesis still stands: text is composed of 'meaning related features' that are 'often hierarchical'.
Just a few years later the authors of the thesis retracted it: 'we now know that the breaking of strict hierarchies is the rule rather than the exception. ' (Durand et al., 1996) . Renear's retraction, though, is less categorical: 'Whatever may be said for hierarchy as a tendency, it does not seem to be, even in its perspective-contingent form, an essential aspect of textual structure. ' (Renear, 1997, p. 121) . Likewise Buzzetti, in his detailed and more recent discussion of digital text, remarks: 'An OHCO structure is not a model of the text, but a possible model of its expression. ... not only must we agree that "the same document conforms to several overlapping structures," each of which is "strict hierarchical," ... but we must also recognize that textual structures are not usually of this type. ' (2002, pp. 71-72) . Similarly Huitfeldt asks: 'why on earth should texts by all means be hierarchies? ' (1995, p. 240) .
Hierarchy is detectable in certain texts, e.g. plays and printed novels, but in other cases, such as drafts of modern poetry, it is barely discernible. In documents not authored in the digital medium these fragments of hierarchical structure are rarely expressed rigorously enough throughout the document to enable precise capture by generalized markup systems, and to impose such a structure upon them inevitably results in misrepresentation.
The 'Digital Incunable'
Marshall McLuhan drew an analogy for the transition from print to electronic text from the earlier transition of the manuscript codex to printed book (1962, p. 153) . The early printed books, called 'incunables' or (books) 'in swaddling clothes', were created in mimicry of the medium they replaced. Having no other model on which to base their designs, the early printers used the form of the manuscript: its characters, its layout, its marginal notes and coloured letters, so that their creations resembled a well-written manuscript. It took until the sixteenth century for the development of graduated types, running headers, footnotes, tables of contents, title pages and other devices to register the 'victory of the punch-cutter over the scribe ' (Eisenstein, 1983, p. 21) . McLuhan generalizes from this example, among others, to establish his principle that: 'Every technology contrived and outered by man has the power to numb human awareness during the period of its first interiorization. ' (1962, p. 153) .
The phrase 'digital incunable' appears to have been coined by Dahlström: 'To date, however, the digital SEs [scholarly editions] are very much constructed as though they were print based, trying to imitate the architecture and the subsequent status of print editions. They are, in other words, digital incunables. ' (2000) .
Robinson agrees: 'Almost all we have done, in the first ten years of electronic scholarly editions, is find ways of mimicking on screen elements long present in print and manuscript. ' (2003) .
The idea that modern digital texts in the humanities are really digital incunables has been widely discussed and is generally accepted (Crane et al., 2006; Fiormonte, 2003; Ross 1996; Burnard et al., 2006; Shillingsburg, 2006, pp. 80-81; Smith, 2004, p. 26 ). If we want to embrace the new medium we have to find ways to purge our digital texts of those characteristics that are adaptations from the print medium. And those very adaptations can only reside in one place. Not in the representation of letters on a page by Unicode characters. For they represent letters from any medium, not only print. The only possible repository of digital incunabularity can be the markup.
Conclusions
Significant aspects of the print model of text have been copied into our digital representations of cultural heritage texts. Unsurprisingly, markup in these texts suffers from representational difficulties precisely because it is not purely digital.
Digital humanists chose generalized markup as an off-the-shelf industrial tool, not as something that was built according to their specifications. The subsequent attempt to justify the choice with the OHCO thesis failed.
Digital humanists have lived in virtual symbiosis with markup since its invention.
They may thus find it discomforting to accept that markup may be inadequate for their purposes, or that they should have to rewrite tools developed over years for processing it.
The Technical Deficiencies of Markup for Cultural Heritage Texts
Are the deficiencies of markup sufficient to warrant its replacement or wholesale remoulding to the requirements of humanists? Or should it be conceded that, despite its being an industrial tool, generalized markup is a good enough solution and too useful for humanists to discard? This section explores the tensions and difficulties arising from the adoption of any form of embedded markup, and establishes what are the limitations for textual phenomena that can be represented, and identifies those that essentially cannot.
There are actually several problems with using markup in cultural heritage texts, among which the overlap problem is only the best known. However, the others are nearly as serious, and very little has been written about them. The problems that will be investigated here are:
1. The overlap problem.
2. The embedding of potentially obsolescent technological and subjective information into the text.
3. The manual recording of information via markup that can be automatically computed.
4. The fact that markup is a textual command language, not a modern graphical user interface.
Overlap
There are two types of overlap in cultural heritage texts:
1. Textual variation, and 2. Individual elements that overlap parts of the document hierarchy Textual variation was categorized by Renear et al. (1993) as one of the forms of overlap to break OHCO-3. Variation involves overlap of the entire text, the content and the markup taken together, not merely in the markup. This is the most serious form of overlap that actually subsumes all other forms (Schmidt and Colomb, 2009 ).
Examples of overlap between one hierarchy and an individual element include speeches and lines in a play, where one line, normally part of a speech, may be split between two speeches. DeRose (2004) also gives the example of a triple-nested quotation that spans verses in a biblical text. Another case so familiar as to be forgotten is of a page that spans from the middle of one paragraph to the middle of another. We are so used to hacking this as a 'page break' that we forget that it is also a case of overlap.
But what about 'overlapping hierarchies'? As argued in Schmidt and Colomb (2009, p. 498) overlapping hierarchies ought properly to apply to actual hierarchies of elements that partly or completely overlap. This is a problem mostly for corpus linguists, who must resolve the overlap between separate markup analyses generated by tagging tools for natural language. Apart from instances where technologists have proposed overlapping hierarchies as a solution to the overlap problem (Di Iorio et al., 2009b; Chatti et al., 2007; Portier and Calabretto, 2009; Dekhtyar et al., 2006) humanists themselves seem content with one structural encoding of the text. The author's own experience, combined with what Renear (1997), Durand et al. (1996) , Huitfeldt (1995) and Buzzetti (2002) appear to be saying, suggests that there is no strong tendency towards the formation of even one hierarchy in cultural heritage texts, let alone several.
The Technical Cause of Overlap
One possible solution that occurred to Barnard et al. (1988) was to allow the start and end-tags of a markup language to overlap. But is this technically feasible? And do markup languages always parse into a tree structure? To answer these questions it will be necessary to briefly investigate the theory of formal languages. The minimum standard for a markup language is decidability. A decidable language is one for which there exists a computer program that always halts on any input with a yes or no answer for membership in the language. All context-sensitive languages are decidable. The recursively enumerable languages in the outer ring of Fig. 2 are not necessarily decidable. They may fail to halt on an invalid input but will always terminate on correct input. This is not useful for humanists because the parsing program may just loop forever trying to tell you that your input is invalid.
It is possible to specify a decidable language without using grammars at all, for example, by writing a program. Without a grammar, however, it is difficult to verify that the program terminates on all inputs, that it correctly recognizes all valid inputs and rejects all invalid ones, that the data structures it creates are all those desired, and contrariwise that all desired data structures can be specified in the language.
It has been known since the 1950s that all computer-recognizable languages can be specified by a grammar (Davis, 1958, pp. 88-100; Chomsky, 1959, p. 143; Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969, pp. 111-113) . And at least all context-sensitive grammars parse naturally into a tree structure. Although it can't be ruled out, it thus seems unlikely that any language allowing overlapping elements can be decidable.
Conclusion
The origin of the overlap problem is simply that humanists are trying to represent what they all agree are non-hierarchical structures using a container whose primary structure is a tree. This seems to apply to all markup languages that are embedded in the text, not only those based on XML.
Textual Variation
Textual variation is the main source of overlap in cultural heritage texts. Variation is often introduced in texts that are corrected, usually by the author. Or works may exist in several versions, each of which is understood as a variant expression of the same text. Often in modern manuscripts the work is made up of separate edited drafts, and is thus a combination of these two forms of variation. In all these cases the relations between parts of the text that are the same or different imply a kind of data structure that is very difficult to represent accurately via markup. This implied data structure can be specified in a diagram -the structure that the markup will have to represent (Fig. 3) . In a short example taken from the Sibylline Gospel (Schmidt et al., 2008) interrelated segments of the text are underlined and marked with the same numbers. This example has been chosen, not because it is particularly difficult, but because it exhibits in a small space all four editing operations: insertion, deletion, substitution and transposition: This example is by no means unique. Many medieval works exhibit similar levels of variation (O'Donnell, 2005; Robinson, 1998, p. 274; Cerquiglini, 1989; Bédier, 1970, p. 2) , as do modern manuscripts (Vanhoutte, 2006; Nedo, 1993) . Imagine how much more complex the problem would become if, as is often the case, more than three versions of the text exist.
Proposed Representations of Textual Variation
For reasons of space the following section applies the two main techniques for representing textual variation in markup to the short example text given above. Some other methods, which don't apply to the example text, will also be described.
Double Endpoint Attachment
This method, described in the TEI Guidelines (Burnard and Bauman, 2007, 12.2.2) , is a translation to the digital domain of the old critical apparatus method found in printed editions. A single version is required as the 'base text' to which the start and endpoints of each variant group are attached. In this case no single base text is really possible; the versions are simply too different. However, for illustrative purposes version 1 can be taken as the base text. The only practical way to represent the three versions using this method is to specify the entire variant section between 'Et' and 'ab inferis regressus ad lucem veniet.' as three long variants:
Et <anchor xml:id="sg.1"/>sumpno suscepto tribus diebus morte morietur et deinde<anchor xml:id="sg.2"/> ab inferis regressus ad lucem veniet. <app from="#sg.1" to="#sg.2"><lem wit="A2">sumpno suscepto tribus diebus morte morietur et deinde</lem> <rdg wit="C1,L1ac,L1pc,L1sscr,L2,L3,L5,L6,L7,L8,Me,Vo">mortem sortis finiet port tridui somnum et morte morietur tribus diebus somno suscepto et tunc </rdg><rdg wit="C4">sortem mortis tribus diebus sompno suscepto et tunc </rdg></app>
Disadvantages of Double Endpoint Attachment
Because this method only describes variants, not transpositions, it is very difficult to record very much of the structural detail. If 'sumpno suscepto', 'somno suscepto' and 'sompno suscepto' had been recorded as variants, this would mask the fact that 'sumpno suscepto' is actually transposed in the first version. Similarly, how can one record that 'tribus diebus' is transposed around 'sumpno suscepto' between versions A2 and the rest? Or that 'morte morietur' is transposed around the whole thing?
There is a lot of redundancy in the text of the three versions. Each copied word that is supposed to be identical has to be maintained as such. Every expenditure of effort on the text is then multiplied by the presence of all the copies. Incorrect or inconsistent results are likely to occur when searching an XML document containing such copies.
Variants may overlap with the base text but not with any other version. Trying to describe spans using 'from' and 'to' attributes attached to other versions would inevitably cut across parts of the <app><rdg>...</rdg>...</app> structure itself, and break the well-formedness of the markup, as well as drag in bits of other variants.
Parallel Segmentation
The second main method, called 'Parallel Segmentation' in the Guidelines (12.2.3) is also used in the Vienna Wittgenstein Edition (Nedo, 1993) and in the form of 'polyelement codes' in MECS, which was originally used for recording multiple variants (Huitfeldt, 1992) . Wherever the text diverges into a number of versions these can be recorded as a set of variants (in the TEI Guidelines indicated by an <app>...</app> element). Each alternative in the set can also contain another set of variants. In other words, it is recursive. At first sight this seems to be a big advantage. For example, it allows one to avoid various repetitions that occurred in the Double Endpoint Attachment method:
Et <app><rdg wit="A2">sumpno suscepto</rdg> <rdg wit="C1,L1ac,L1pc,L1sscr,L2,L3,L5,L6,L7,L8,Me,Vo">mortem sortis finiet post tridui somnum et morte morietur</rdg><rdg wit="C4">sortem mortis</rdg></app> tribus diebus <app><rdg wit="A2">morte morietur et deinde</rdg> <rdg wit="C1,L1ac,L1pc,L1sscr,L2,L3,L5,L6,L7,L8,Me,Vo,C4"> <app><rdg wit="C1,L1ac,L1pc,L1sscr,L2,L3,L5,L6,L7,L8,Me,Vo">somno </rdg><rdg wit="C4">sompno</rdg></app> suscepto et tunc<rdg></app> ab inferis regressus ad lucem veniet.
Disadvantages of Parallel Segmentation
At the cost of making the markup harder to read, this encoding avoids repetition of The ability to nest groups of variants, although used here for the trivial variant 'somno'/'sompno', turns out to be virtually useless: it still cannot avoid repetition of text between versions. In the above example 'suscepto' and 'morte morietur' are both copied. As explained in the TEI Guidelines, if there are more than two versions such copying is inevitable with this technique, and increases with the number of versions (12.2.3). Accuracy also suffers, since the copies interfere with the placement of new variants.
Interlinking
Vetter and McDonald (2003) try various techniques for representing variation by interlinking segments of text, specifically by adding <seg> or <anchor> elements to denote small sections of text that can be connected to other parts by means of <alt> elements or via attributes such as id and corresp.
Disadvantages of Interlinking
None of these methods are suitable in a case like the Sibylline Gospel, where it is necessary to record the list of witnesses for each version.
The <anchor>, <seg> and <alt> elements do not record any structural features of the text. They are added purely to provide a means of linking fragments of text via markup.
As Vetter and McDonald (2003, p. 161) themselves note, such methods are at best an unwieldy workaround that is computationally inefficient.
Layering
The practice of dividing the corrections to a manuscript into layers is described for example by Gabler (1984) . Zapf (2006 ), D'Iorio (2007 and Pierazzo (2007) describe the adaptation of this technique to markup. The method is reminiscent of CONCUR and shares its disadvantages (Goldfarb, 1990, p. 304) . In HNML (HyperNietzsche Markup Language) any element may be assigned a lay="N" attribute, where "N" is the number of the layer. Text assigned to a layer appears in all layers from that point on, i.e. layer 1 text also appears in layers 2, 3 etc. This default behaviour can be reversed by enclosing the text in a <str> element with a layer attribute. In this case the text disappears from all layers thereafter and including the one assigned to the <str> element (Zapf, 2006, p. 16) .
Disadvantages of Layering
As in CONCUR, there is no way to specify arbitrary combinations of versions. Layers can't represent transpositions or non-hierarchical structures because they are based on markup. Because of the excessive complexity that would result, this technique is generally limited to representing layers of corrections in individual manuscripts, rather than for interrelating variants across physical copies or drafts of the one text.
Forms of Variation Not Covered By Markup
If markup is part of the text, if it describes real features such as paragraph breaks, and formatting information, then what happens when that very information varies? Smith (1999) makes the point that you really need another level of markup above the ordinary markup to describe such phenomena. Examples include a cancelled underlining. Pierazzo (2007, p. 151) 
attempts to record this in markup:
<del type="underline deletion" time="4"><hi rend="underline" time="3">si</hi></del>
In spite of the customized attribute type="underline deletion", the <del> element still necessarily encloses the word 'si', even though this is not deleted.
Another case is joining two paragraphs together -a frequent occurrence in modern manuscripts. What is varying here is the string '</p><p>', which is not permitted as the content of an element in XML. Such variation can't be specified without copying the entire content of the two paragraphs as one alternative, and the other merged paragraph as the other, if well-formedness is to be preserved.
In principle, variation of any feature of the text recorded by markup will run into the same problem. Markup can only describe text not markup itself.
Type 2 Overlap
This paper does not propose a separate solution to type 2 overlap (i.e. individual elements that overlap the document hierarchy, described in section 3.1 above) other than the encoding of alternative hierarchies as versions, as proposed in Schmidt and Colomb (2009, p. 499) . Type 2 overlap has been extensively treated in the literature, e.g. by Barnard et al. (1988) , DeRose (2004) and Huitfeldt (1995) . Almost all of the solutions proposed so far, however, take embedded markup as their starting point. As argued above, the intrinsic weaknesses of that form of data representation make a comprehensive solution to type 2 overlap difficult.
It is, however, not hard to imagine what form such a solution might take. The advantage of markup's strict hierarchy of elements and their relations of containment has always been that it allowed sets of properties to be asserted over ranges of text:
for example, a word might be part of a line, a speech, a scene, an act and a play at the same time. By collapsing the hierarchy down to a simple set of overlapping properties, and removing the markup from the text, the type 2 overlap problem can be eliminated. This is, more or less, the 'extended string model ' of Thaller (1996 ' of Thaller ( , 2006 and Neumann (2006) , but there is also some resemblance to the standoff annotation systems of EARMARK (Di Iorio et al. 2009b) and LORE (Gerber and Hunter, 2009 ).
In these applications annotations are held on an external server and are never embedded in the text, thus allowing multiple interpretations of the same document to be maintained, without disturbing the correctness of the annotated document itself. However, with current technology it will still not be possible to remove markup from the text entirely. Mathematical formulae and inline graphics are both examples of content that cannot be represented satisfactorily via plain text. However, since the markup in these cases represents actual content, instead of describing other content, problems of overlap should not arise.
Conclusions
Overlap is a serious problem in the encoding of cultural heritage texts. The detail of these overlapping structures can only be 'approximated' in markup (Neyt, 2006) , and this approximation gets worse the more detail there is to record. The problem does not lie in the TEI Guidelines, nor even with XML. The technical limitations of embedded markup itself are to blame.
Instability of XML and XML-encoded Texts
Even though all digital technologies are subject to change, XML/SGML has been relatively stable for the past 20 years.
On the other hand, XML is an industrial tool, whose continued existence depends on industry, not on humanists. And for some years now industry has been complaining about the efficiency of text XML. In modern Service-Oriented Architectures, for example, the parsing of XML messages is a major drain on performance (Davis and Parashar, 2002). XML's verbosity limits human comprehension in ontology languages (Horridge et al., 2006) , and seriously impacts on database performance (Nicola and John, 2003) . For some of these applications a binary format would be much faster. The ISO have recently ratified the Fast Infoset as a binary format for XML: (ISO-FI, 2007) , which is based on the old ASN.1 standard. But there are other competing technologies, such as the W3C's EXI specification (Schneider and Kamiya, 2008) . If the attractions of these approaches lead to their supplanting text XML for many applications, then the text form could conceivably fall into disuse.
Use of Customised XML Schemas
But even if it is conceded that XML is a stable enough platform for the archiving of cultural heritage texts, there is another, more serious, problem: the customization of XML schemas. This is common practice in the humanities and is in fact actively encouraged (Burnard and Bauman, 2007, 23.2) . And for every customized XML schema there is customized software to utilize it, and that is subject to rapid change:
'the software product is embedded in a cultural matrix of applications, users, laws, and machine vehicles. These all change continually, and their changes inexorably force change upon the software product. ' (Brooks, 1987) . When research projects terminate, their custom software quickly becomes unusable and the archived documents that depend upon it may become inaccessible. And customized XML encodings are not as convertible into new forms as is generally supposed. Marked up transcriptions of cultural heritage texts inevitably contain many hacks to overcome the deficiencies of XML, as described above: duplicated text between variants, customized elements and attributes, extra markup that reflects no features of the original documents, tags and attributes added to record some aspect of the intended output, e.g. concordancing, collation, printing or online presentation. It is almost impossible to keep such information out of what is supposed to be purely generalized markup. For example, modern HTML is full of formatting information. To remove this specific information later requires a precise understanding of the original format or the text may become damaged.
Markup as Interpretation
Humanists seem united in their view that all markup is interpretation (e.g. Eggert, 2005; Fiormonte, 2003, p. 163; McCarty, p. 27; Sperberg-McQueen, 1991, p. 35) . If that is so, then why is it embedded in the text? The text is the thing being interpreted, not the markup. Once embedded, markup obscures and biases what a new scholar, who didn't carry out the initial markup, can see. The argument that markup cannot be avoided because carriage-returns, spaces and punctuation are markup (Section 1.2, above) is a purely theoretical stance that shouldn't be used to justify the embedding of any amount or any kind of interpretative markup into the text.
So the big question becomes, is it appropriate to embed the technology and interpretations of today into texts that will be archived for the future? If not, then archives of cultural heritage texts should be in a plain text format. The ASCII standard, which became part of ISO-LATIN-1, which in turn became part of Unicode, is one of the most stable forms of digital data known. If one can predict anything about the software industry it is that texts of the future will be in Unicode or something compatible with it.
Redundancy of Markup to Interconnect Versions
Another drawback with markup is the redundancy of having to record variation manually. The global differences between a set of versions of the one work are just a set of insertions, deletions, substitutions and transpositions. These can be computed automatically for cultural heritage texts, just as they have been for biological texts (sequences of amino acids or nucleotides) for the past 40 years (Bourdaillet, 2007; Schmidt, 2009a; Di Iorio et al., 2009a) .
In speaking of the supposed advantages of standard XML tools what is often forgotten is the human cost of training people to use markup, of getting them to encode it and check the marked up texts against originals that don't contain any markup. Reducing that cost by removing most of the markup and handing its functionality over to the computer will save time and reduce complexity. Although computing the differences between the versions of a work is not yet perfect, and never will be, it is still far more accurate than manual coding because of limitations in the expressiveness of markup. And even though a scholar may know precisely how the text varies, finding out all that detail manually in complex cases is practically impossible, or takes too long.
Markup as a Textual Command Language
The revolution in human-computer interaction that occurred in the 1960s and 70s, 
Multi-Version Documents
Generalized markup systems have undeniably been a useful tool for humanists for the past 20 years, and to criticize them without describing a viable alternative would be unjustifiable. This section summarizes a replacement for much of the embedded markup in cultural heritage texts that is already being used in practical projects.
The deficiencies of markup as described in section 3 above are mostly caused by the inadequacy of a software system originally designed to represent printed documents, and later newly-authored electronic documents. When applied to already existing texts on paper, or other physical writing materials, the structure of versions, with their overlapping interconnections, led to a break-down of the OHCO model. An MVD can be represented as a directed graph, with one start node and one endnode, as shown in Fig. 4a . Alternatively it can be serialized as a list of paired values, each consisting of a fragment of text and a set of versions to which that fragment belongs (Fig. 4b) . As the number of versions increases, the number of fragments increases, their size decreases, and the size of their version-sets increases. This provides a good scalability as it trades off complexity for size, something that modern computers are very good at handling. By following a path from the start-node to the end-node any version can be recovered. When reading the list form of the graph, fragments not belonging to the desired version are merely skipped over (Fig. 4b) . 3. An MVD is not a collection of files. It stores only the differences between all the versions of a work as one digital entity, and interrelates them.
4. Because it encodes all the complex overlapping structures of a set of versions, the markup of an individual version can be much simpler.
5. An MVD is the format of an application, not a standard.
6. An MVD has a zero footprint, i.e. it does not require the text of the versions to be changed in any way. You can always get out the text in exactly the same form as it was put in.
7. An MVD allows the user to efficiently compare, search, edit and list versions. 8. Type 2 overlap can be represented by markup layers encoded as sub-versions.
Alternatively another content-technology that allows type 2 overlap could be used in place of generalized markup.
The earlier example of three versions of one sentence from the Sibylline Gospel can be represented by the following variant graph: 
Standards Versus Functionality
Standards should not be followed if they lead to mutilation of the data. Although we live in a world of markup, this does not force us to encode every kind of text in it. This paper has argued that, because of its flaws, embedded markup should not be used as the core representation of cultural heritage texts. This doesn't necessarily mean that markup need be abandoned entirely. Rather, there can be an Application Programming Interface between the markup universe, which represents text to the user, and interacts with the core text via a prescribed set of commands, as shown in However, development of a replacement for the light markup currently in use by the MVD solution is beyond the scope of this paper, and is left for future work.
Conclusion
The adaptation since the late 1980s of generalized markup systems such as SGML and XML, originally designed for technical documentation, to the encoding of historical manuscripts and printed books, led to the discovery of a number of serious deficiencies, such as the overlap problem. These deficiencies have generally been ignored or underestimated because so far humanists have always supported generalized markup and have even taken an active role in its development. Rather than accept these deficiencies out of a desire for standardization, we can instead choose to store our texts in a non-markup environment that can represent our cultural heritage more accurately. Texts can then be exported from, or imported to that representation, without breaking their dependency on external markup-based forms.
One working method that achieves this is the Multi-Version-Document system, whose components are freely available for download and evaluation (Schmidt, 2009b) .
Although these are early versions, they allow a simplification of the process for the digital recording and editing of historical documents, an increase in accuracy and automation, and promise in the future to broaden the user base to include nontechnical people in the processes of text refinement and fruition. This represents a departure from standard practice, but it is a necessary step if these benefits are to be realized.
